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Accurate three-dimensional quantum mechanical (QM) scattering calculations of integral and differential cross
sections for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0, 1) insertion reaction have been carried out at a collision energy
of 2.24 kcal/mol. Additionally, quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calculations have been performed for the same
reaction at 2.24 and 3.96 kcal/mol collision energies. The assignment of product quantum states in the QCT
method has been carried out using a Gaussian-weighted binning procedure, which has proved to be more
accurate than the usual histogramatic method. QM and QCT reaction probabilities at total angular momentum
J ) 0 as a function of collision energy within the range 0-11.5 kcal/mol for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0)
reaction are also reported. The theoretical results have been used to simulate the available experimental data
in the form of differential cross sections and product translational energy distributions. A general good
agreement is found between theory and experiment for this prototypic insertion reaction.

I. Introduction

After the success of quantum reactive scattering theory in
reproducing the most fundamental features of the dynamics of
the simplest abstraction reactions measured in high-resolution
molecular-beam experiments (see refs 1-3 for recent reviews),
the interest is now moving toward the understanding of the
dynamics of another class of chemical reactions: those that are
characterized by aninsertionmechanism.

The reaction between sulfur atoms in their1D electronically
excited state and hydrogen molecules belongs to that class of
insertion reactions, of which the O(1D) + H2 reactive system
has been the most studied experimentally and theoretically up
to date (see, for instance, refs 4-8 for recent works). Other
examples of recently studied reactions dominated by an insertion
mechanism include the N(2D) + H2

9,10 and C(1D) + H2
11,12

systems. The S(1D) + H2 reaction has in common with O(1D)
+ H2 the existence of a deep well corresponding to the 11A′
electronic state of the H2S stable species. However, in contrast
with the O(1D) + H2 system, this reaction is only slightly
exothermic (6.90 kcal/mol) and the well that characterizes the
H2S radical is not as deep (96 kcal/mol) as that for H2O (168.2
kcal/mol). In addition, the contribution to the dynamics of the
abstractionreaction over the first 11A′′ electronically excited
potential-energy surface (PES) at moderate collision energies,
which is quite relevant for the O(1D) + H2 reaction,5 is
negligible here. The collinear barrier of the 11A′′ PES for the
H2S is 10 kcal/mol,13 whereas it is only 2.3 kcal/mol for the
H2O system. These differences in PES topology make of this
system an interesting candidate to deepen our understanding of
the dynamics of insertion reactions.

The S(1D) + H2 reaction and its isotopic variants have been
studied recently both theoretically and experimentally. In a series
of publications, Lee and Liu reported angular distributions and
product translational energy distributions for the S(1D) + H2

14

and S(1D) + D2
15 reactions at several collision energies using

the Doppler-selected time-of-flight technique in combination
with crossed molecular beam experiments. In addition, excitation
functions for the S(1D) + H2, D2, and HD reactions were
determined over a wide range of collision energies.16 From the
theoretical side, Zyubin et al.13 carried out extensive ab initio
calculations for the H2S system at the multireference configu-
ration interaction (MRCI) level of theory with multiconfiguration
self-consistent field (MCSCF) reference wave functions for the
1A′, 2A′, 3A′, 1A′′, and 2A′′ singlet PESs that correlate to S(1D)
+ H2. The ground state 1A′ PES was fitted to an analytical
function based on the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS)
approach and a Carter-Murrell-type expansion, and the dynam-
ics of the S(1D) + H2 and D2 reactions on this PES was studied
by means of quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calculations. Chao
and Skodje17 carried out an extensive QCT study using this PES.
Integral and differential cross sections were calculated for all
isotopic variants of the reaction and for different rotational
quantum states of the diatomic reagents to simulate the
experimental results of Lee and Liu in the form of differential
cross sections and total and angle-resolved product translational
energy distributions. A good general agreement between theory
and experiment was found, although significant differences in
the more finely resolved quantities were present. Subsequently,
an improved ground state 1A′ PES based on the same ab initio
data set and using the RKHS interpolation method was produced
by Ho et al.,18 and new QCT calculations performed on this
last PES showed that the main results were similar to those
obtained on the previous version of the PES.
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In a recent letter, the first accurate quantum mechanical (QM)
scattering calculations for the title reaction at 2.24 kcal/mol
collision energy carried out on the PES by Ho et al. were
presented.19 In the present work, we present a full account of
the QM calculations of ref 19 in combination with new
quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calculations on the ab initio PES
produced by Ho et al.18 Integral and differential cross sections
have been calculated at 2.24 and 3.96 kcal/mol collision energies
and for initial H2 rotational quantum numbersj ) 0 and 1, which
correspond to the conditions of the molecular beam experiments
performed by Lee and Liu.14 In addition, QM and QCT total
and vibrational state-resolved reaction probabilities at total
angular momentumJ ) 0 for the S(1D) + H 2 (V ) 0, j ) 0)
reaction have been obtained in the 0-11.5 kcal/mol collision
energy range and compared to each other.

II. Theoretical Methods

All the theoretical calculations have been carried out on the
11A′ H2S ab initio PES of Ho et al.18

For the QM scattering calculations, a time-independent
method, which employs body-frame democratic hyperspherical
coordinates, is employed.19-23 This method has proved to be
very successful in the description of the O(1D) + H2

24 and N(2D)
+ H2

25 insertion reactions. At each hyper-radiusF, we determine
a set of eigenfunctions of a fixed hyper-radius reference
HamiltonianH0 ) V + T, which incorporates the total energy
with the kinetic energyT arising from deformation and rotation
around the axis of least inertia and the potential energyV. At
smallF, the adiabatic states in each sector span a large fraction
of configuration space and allow for atom exchange. These states
are expanded on a basis of pseudo-hyperspherical harmonics
with a maximum grand angular momentum of 348. We retain
between 1600 and 7500 functions, depending onF (from 1.8 to
15.1a0). For total angular momentumJ ) 0, the scattering wave
function is expanded on a basis of 289 states dissociating at
large hyper-radius into the H2 (16, 14, 10, 8, 0) and SH (44,
41, 38, 34, 31, 26, 21, 15, 1) rovibrational sets (this notation
indicates the largest rotational levelj for each vibrational
manifold V ) 0-4 for H2 and V′ ) 0-8 for SH). The
coefficients of the expansion satisfy a set of second-order-
coupled differential equations with couplings arising from the
difference between the exact Hamiltonian and the reference
Hamiltonian. These coupled equations are solved using the
Johnson-Manolopoulos log-derivative propagator.26 The num-
ber of coupled equations increases from 289 forJ ) 0 to 4706
for J ) 32.

QM scattering calculations of insertion reactions are more
difficult than those of abstraction reactions for two main reasons.
First, the PES presents a deep well (96 kcal/mol in the present
case), and thus many states have to be considered in the close-
coupling equations. The number of states is a crucial parameter
for convergence. Second, in the S(1D) + H2 reaction, symmetric
top configurations (where the Coriolis coupling is large) lie near
the HSH potential minimum and are thus energetically acces-
sible. Therefore, we have to include all allowedΩ components
(whereΩ is the projection of the total angular momentumJ on
the axis of least inertia) in the close-coupling expansion states
to obtain accurate integral and differential cross sections. In
addition, the asymptotic matching distance (which is another
crucial parameter for convergence) used for the title reaction is
larger than for other insertion reactions already studied using
this method.

By use of this methodology, we have computed integral and
differential cross sections for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0, 1)

reactions at the collision energy of 2.24 kcal/mol. In addition,
QM reaction probabilities at total angular momentumJ ) 0
for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0) reaction have been calculated
in a regular grid of collision energies between 0 and 11.5 kcal/
mol.

The QCT calculations have been performed by running
batches of 105 trajectories at 2.24 and 3.96 kcal/mol collision
energies and H2(V ) 0) in the rotational levelsj ) 0 and 1
following the procedures described in detail elsewhere.27 The
integration step size in the trajectories was chosen to be 5×
10-17 s. This guarantees a total energy conservation better than
one part in 104 and conservation of total angular momentum
better than one part in 106. The trajectories were started at a
distance between the incoming atom and the center-of-mass of
the diatomic of 7 Å. The rovibrational energies of the H2 reagent
and those of the SH product were calculated by semiclassical
quantization of the action using the potential given by the
asymptotic diatom limits of the PES. These rovibrational
energies were fitted to Dunham expansions containing 20 terms
(fourth power inV + 1/2 and third power inj(j + 1)). The
assignment of product quantum numbers (V′,j′) is carried out
by equating the classical rotational angular momentum of the
product molecule to [j′(j′ + 1)]1/2p. With the (real)j′ value so
obtained, the vibrational quantum numberV′ is found by
equating the internal energy of the outgoing molecule to the
corresponding Dunham expansion. In the most common pro-
cedure, these realV′ and j′ values are rounded to the nearest
integer, hereafter, histogramatic binning (HB) method. However,
this rounding procedure may cause important discrepancies
between the classical and quantum internal energy distributions,
especially in the case of slightly endoergic or nearly thermo-
neutral channels of a reaction. Moreover, rovibrational channels
that are closed quantum mechanically can be classically
accessible due to this rounding method. This may cause
important distortions in the classical rotational distributions of
the highest vibrational levels accessed by the products when
compared with the QM ones, and the effect will be larger for
those product molecules characterized by large vibrational and
rotational spacings. As in our previous work,12 we have
implemented a Gaussian-weighted binning (GB) procedure,
equivalent to that proposed by Bonnet and Rayez.28 Briefly, a
Gaussian function centered at the quantal action and with a given
width has been used to weight the trajectories following the
criteria that the closer the vibrational action of a given trajectory
to the nearest integer, the larger the weighting coefficient for
that trajectory. In particular, in the present work we have used
a full-width-half-maximum for the Gaussian functions of 0.1.
As it has been shown recently,12 a much better agreement is
obtained between the QM and QCT vibrational branching ratios
and product rotational distributions when the GB procedure is
employed in the QCT calculations. A similar procedure can be
applied to the rotational action; however, the resulting cross
sections and reaction probabilites are indistinguishable with
those obtained without GB.

The collision energy evolution of the reaction probability at
total angular momentumJ ) 0, PJ)0(Ec), for the S(1D) + H2 (V
) 0, j ) 0) reaction has been calculated by running batches of
105 trajectories with a zero-impact parameter in the collision
energy range 0.10-13.8 kcal/mol as described in ref 27. The
calculation of the vibrational state-resolved reaction probabilities
has been performed by the method of moments expansion in
Legendre polynomials and employing the GB procedure com-
mented on above to assign final vibrational states.
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As in previous works on the O(1D) + HD reaction,29,30 the
simulation of the experimental angle-selected product transla-
tional energy distributionsP(E′t,∆θ), where∆θ ) θ2 - θ1, was
carried out using the equation

where the sum extends to every rovibrational statek ) (V′, j′)
of the SH product,Ek is the H-atom center-of-mass recoil energy
corresponding to the SH internal statek, and (dσR/dω)k is the
theoreticalV′, j′ state-resolved differential cross section.

The resolution of the experiment is modeled with a Gaussian
function centered atEk, with normalization constantNk, and a
width ∆Ek given by

wheremH andmSH are the masses of the H atom and SH product
molecule andM ) mS + mH2. The product recoil velocity
resolution∆w is defined as

where ∆wx, ∆wy, and ∆wz are 750, 150, and 1100 ms-1,
respectively.29

III. Results and Discussion

A. Reaction Probabilities. Figure 1 presents the QM and
QCT-GB total and vibrational state-resolved reaction prob-
abilities at total angular momentumJ ) 0,PJ)0(Ec), as a function
of collision energy,Ec, for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0)
reaction. The QM reaction probabilities show a dense resonance
structure, especially at low collision energies, which corresponds
to QM narrow resonances associated with the deep H2S well in
the PES. The total reaction probability is high (average values
of about 0.7-0.8), do not show energy threshold, and is fairly
constant with collision energy, as expected for a reaction with
no barrier and a deep well. As can be seen in the right panel of

Figure 1, as collision energy increases and theV′ ) 1 channel
becomes energetically accessible, the reaction probability for
V′ ) 0 declines. The QCT results reproduce quite satisfactorily
the overall shape of the total andV′ state-resolved QM reaction
probabilities, although the QCT reaction probabilities forV′ )
2 are significantly smaller than the QM ones. In addition, from
the opening of theV′ ) 2 channel, the QCTV′ ) 0 reaction
probabilities are somewhat larger than the QM ones, and those
for V′ ) 1 are smaller.

Particularly interesting is the matching of the QM energy
thresholds forV′ ) 1 and V′ ) 2 by the QCT calculations
employing the present GB procedure. If the conventional HB
method is used, then the QCTV′ ) 1 and V′ ) 2 energy
thresholds are sensibly smaller than the QM ones. As expected,
the QCT reaction probabilities do not show any sharp peak
structure, although they show broad oscillations, which follow
approximately the averaged QM reaction probabilities. The same
degree of agreement between QM and QCT reaction prob-
abilities has been found also for the C(1D) + H2 reaction.12

B. Integral Cross Sections and Product Rotational Dis-
tributions. The QM and QCT total andV′ state-resolved integral
cross sections (ICS) for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0, 1) reaction
calculated at 2.24 and 3.96 kcal/mol collision energies are
presented in Table 1. The total QCT ICSs calculated using either
of the two binning methods, QCT-HB and QCT-GB, at 2.24

Figure 1. QM and QCT total (left panel) and vibrational state-resolved (right panel) reaction probabilites as a function of collision energy for total
angular momentumJ ) 0 calculated for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0) reaction. The QCT results have been obtained using the GB method to assign
product vibrational states.

P(E′t,∆θ) )

∑
k

Nk exp[- (E′t - Ek

∆Ek
)2] ∫θ2

θ1 ( 1

σR

dσR

dωk
) sin θ dθ (1)

∆Ek )
2mHM

mSH
wk∆w (2)

∆w ) [sin2 θ cos2 φ (∆wx)
2 +

sin2 θ sin2
φ (∆wy)

2 + cos2 θ (∆wz)
2]1/2 (3)

TABLE 1: QM and QCT Integral Cross Sections, σ, (in Å2)
for the S(1D) + H2 (W ) 0, j ) 0, 1) Reaction at 2.24 and
3.96 kcal/mol (only QCT values available) Collision
Energiesa

total V′ ) 0 V′ ) 1 V′ branching ratio

Ec ) 2.24 kcal/mol
QM j ) 0 27.21 24.17 3.04 0.13
QCT-HB j ) 0 24.28 20.40 3.88 0.19
QCT-GB j ) 0 22.85 20.88 1.97 0.09
QM j ) 1 27.42 23.63 3.79 0.16
QCT-HB j ) 1 25.70 21.09 4.61 0.22
QCT-GB j ) 1 24.45 21.55 2.90 0.13

Ec ) 3.96 kcal/mol
QCT-HB j ) 0 22.06 17.45 4.61 0.26
QCT-GB j ) 0 21.76 18.01 3.74 0.21
QCT-HB j ) 1 22.14 17.30 4.84 0.22
QCT-GB j ) 1 21.99 17.88 4.11 0.23

a In the QCT case, the results obtained using the HB and GB
procedures are shown. The vibrational branching ratio is defined as
σ(V′ ) 1)/σ(V′ ) 0).
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kcal/mol collision energy are smaller than the QM cross sections,
especially for initialj ) 0. In addition, the QCT-GB ICSs are
somewhat smaller than the QCT-HB ones. More interesting is
the comparison between the vibrational state-resolved ICSs,
especially for the reaction yielding SH(V′ ) 1). The QCT-HB
method overestimates the QM cross sections in this particular
vibrational state. However, the cross sections obtained when
using the QCT-GB method are smaller than the QM ones. The
QCT-GB vibrational branching ratios, calculated asσ(V′ ) 1)/
σ(V′ ) 0) (see Table 1) are in better agreement with the QM
ones than those obtained using the QCT-HB method. At the
higher collision energy of 3.96 kcal/mol, no QM calculations
are available and the differences between QCT-HB and QCT-
GB ICSs and vibrational branching ratios are much smaller than
at the lower collision energy.

The comparison between the QM and QCT SH(V′) product
rotational distributions for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0, 1)
reactions calculated at 2.24 kcal/mol are presented in Figures 2
and 3. The QCT results shown in Figure 2 correspond to the
HB method, and those obtained using the GB method are
depicted in Figure 3. At this collision energy, the rotational
distributions predicted by the QM calculations peak at aboutj′

) 15 andj′ ) 5 for V′ ) 0 andV′ ) 1, respectively. As expected,
the QCT-HBV′ state-resolved rotational distributions are hotter
than their QM counterparts, and the distributions reachj′ values
beyond those allowed quantum mechanically, especially for the
highest SH vibrational stateV′ ) 1. In contrast, the rotational
distributions obtained by the QCT-GB method (see Figure 3)
agree quite well with the QM distributions, both in shape and
maximum j′ value allowed for every vibrational state. The
remaining discrepancies between the QCT-GB and QM distri-
butions are related with the smaller value of theV′ QCT ICSs.

The QCT-HB and QCT-GB rotational distributions calculated
at the higher 3.96 kcal/mol collision energy are shown in Figure
4. At this collision energy, the QCT-HB rotational distributions
are also hotter, especially for SH(V′ ) 1). Although no QM
results are available at this collision energy, it is expected a
similar degree of agreement between QCT-GB and QM as that
found at 2.24 kcal/mol.

The same degree of agreement between QM and QCT-GB
rotational distributions has been found recently also for the
insertion reaction C(1D) + H2.12 The QCT-GB procedure
followed in this and previous works seems to be quite reliable
in reproducing the shape of the rotational distributions and the

Figure 2. QM and QCT vibrational state-resolved integral cross sections calculated for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0, 1) reaction atEc ) 2.24
kcal/mol. Left panel:j ) 0. Right panel:j ) 1. The QCT results have been obtained using the usual HB method to assign product quantum states.

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but in this case the QCT results have been obtained using the GB method to assign product quantum states.
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maximum value ofj′ allowed for every productV′ state obtained
in accurate QM calculations for the insertion reactions. More-
over, the method has proved to be quite robust also for
abstraction reactions.31 Given the good performance of the QCT-
GB method, in the remaining of the paper we will present and
discuss only comparisons between QCT-GB and QM results.

C. Differential Cross Sections and Product Translational
Energy Distributions. Figures 5 and 6 show the total and
vibrational state-resolved differential cross sections (DCS) for
the reaction with H2 in j ) 0 andj ) 1, respectively, calculated
at 2.24 kcal/mol collision energy. The total QM DCSs are
backward-forward symmetric, showing a sharp peak at scat-

Figure 4. QCT-HB and QCT-GB vibrational state-resolved integral cross sections calculated for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0, 1) reaction atEc

) 3.96 kcal/mol. Left panel:j ) 0. Right panel: j ) 1. No QM calculations are available at this collision energy.

Figure 5. QM and QCT-GB total (left panel) and vibrational state-resolved (right panel) differential cross sections calculated for the S(1D) + H2

(V ) 0, j ) 0) reaction atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol.

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 1) reaction.
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tering angles close to 180° (extreme backward) for the reaction
with H2 in j ) 0 (see left panel of Figure 5). The corresponding
QCT-GB total DCSs are depicted in the same figures by dashed
curves. The agreement between QM and QCT-GB is quite good
in most of the scattering angular range, with the exception of
the extreme backward angles of the reaction with H2 in j ) 0,
where the QCT results do not reproduce the sharp peak found
in the QM case. The good agreement between QCT-GB and
QM for total DCSs extends to theV′ state-resolved DCSs. The
examination of theV′ state-resolved DCSs indicates that the
extreme backward QM peak is associated with SH(V′ ) 0)
products.

The total andV′ state-resolved QCT-GB DCSs calculated at
3.96 kcal/mol for the reactions with H2 in j ) 0 andj ) 1 are
shown in Figure 7. At this collision energy, no QM calculations
are available, but a similar degree of agreement between the
present QCT-GB results and the QM ones is expected. As for
the lower collision energy, the DCS are nearly backward-
forward symmetric, with some propensity for backward in the
case of the reaction with initialj ) 1.

The total DCSs presented in Figures 5-7 have been used to
simulate the experimental results measured by Liu and co-
workers,14 which include total and angle-resolved product
translational energy distributions and angular distributions for
the title reaction. In the crossed-beam experiments of Liu and

co-workers, the H2 molecules have a rotational temperature of
about 150 K. The relative weights of the different rotational
states of H2 are then 0.216, 0.744, 0.034, and 0.006 for thej )
0-3 rotational states. To simulate the experimental conditions
with the calculations carried out in this work, we have
considered the weights 0.216 and 0.784 forj ) 0 and j ) 1,
respectively. Figure 8 shows the comparison between the
experimental angular distribution and those obtained theoreti-
cally at the collision energies 2.24 kcal/mol (left panel) and
3.96 kcal/mol (right panel). The experimental angular distribu-
tions have been scaled to have the same area as the QM one at
Ec ) 2.24 kcal/mol and as the QCT-GB atEc ) 3.96 kcal/mol.
The agreement found atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol between experiment
and theory is nearly quantitative. The QM DCS does not show
the sharp peak at the extreme backward scattering once the
averaging in initial H2 rotational states is performed. The
agreement found at theEc ) 3.96 kcal/mol between experiment
and QCT-GB (no QM results are available) is less satisfactory.
The experimental DCS shows a propensity for forward scattering
and a large polarization between backward/forward and side-
ways scattering, whereas the QCT-GB DCS is backward-
forward symmetric showing less polarization.

Figure 9 shows the simulation of the total product translational
energy distributionP(E′t) for the title reaction atEc ) 2.24 kcal/
mol using the QCT-GB (left panel) and QM (right panel)

Figure 7. QCT-GB total and vibrational state-resolved differential cross sections for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0) (left panel) and S(1D) + H2

(V ) 0, j ) 1) (right panel) reactions atEc ) 3.96 kcal/mol.

Figure 8. Comparison between experimental and theoretical total differential cross section for the S(1D) + H2 reaction. Left panel:Ec ) 2.24
kcal/mol. Right panel:Ec ) 3.96 kcal/mol. Thick solid curve: experimental results from ref 14. Thin solid line: QM calculation. Dashed line:
QCT-GB calculation.
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results. In both cases, the experimental distribution has been
normalized to the same area as the theoretical ones. The relative
contributions from products inV′ ) 0 and V′ ) 1 obtained
theoretically are also depicted. From the simulations, it is clear
that the broad double-peak structure of the experimentalP(E′t)
is associated with the reaction yielding SH molecules inV′ ) 0
and V′ ) 1. The shape of the experimentalP(E′t) is well
reproduced by the theoretical simulations with some small
discrepancies. The most important difference between the QM
and QCT-GB simulations is in the relative contribution ofV′ )
1 with respect toV′ ) 0. As seen in Table 1, the QCT-GB
vibrational branching ratio is smaller than the QM one and this
explains the different height of the first and second broad peaks
in theP(E′t) with maxima at aboutE′t ) 1 kcal/mol andE′t )
5 kcal/mol in both the QCT-GB (first peak smaller than the
second) and QM (first peak higher than the second). The
experimentalP(E′t) lies between, with similar heights of theV′
) 0 andV′ ) 1 peaks, suggesting a vibrational branching ratio
between the QM and QCT-GB ones.

The QCT-GB simulation of the experimentalP(E′t) at Ec )
3.96 kcal/mol is shown in Figure 10. At this collision energy,
the agreement between theory (QCT-GB only) and experiment
is worse. The experimentalP(E′t) shows a first peak at about
E′t ) 3 kcal/mol followed by a smooth decline with a broad

maximum peaking atE′t ≈ 8 kcal/mol. This indicates that
experimentally the vibrational branching ratio at this collision
energy is significantly larger than atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol. The
QCT-GB calculation clearly underestimate the vibrational
branching ratio observed experimentally, as it is evident from
the theoreticalP(E′t), where the broad peaks associated with
the V′ ) 0 andV′ ) 1 product states have similar heights.

A more stringent test of the accuracy of the present theoretical
results for this insertion reaction can be obtained from the
comparison with the angle and vibrational state-specific product
translational energy distributions deduced by Lee and Liu.14

Figures 11 and 12 show the comparison between the experi-
mental P(E′t,∆θ) and the QM and QCT-GB simulations,
respectively, atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol. The experimental distribu-
tions in Figures 11 and 12 have been scaled to the QM ones
using a single scaling factor. This scaling factor has been
obtained from the data at the scattering angle range 45-60°
(see right-hand top panel of Figure 11) by making sure that the
area of the experimental curve coincides with that of the QM
curve. As can be seen, there is a good general agreement
between both theoretical simulations and the experimental data
for the different ranges of scattering angles. The shapes of the
broad distributions are well reproduced in general, with the
exception of the range of sideways scattering angles (75-90°
and 90-105°), especially in the QM case, where the theoretical
simulations predict significant more population atE′t > 5 kcal/
mol than the experimental distributions. The experimentally
deduced partitioning into vibrational statesV′ ) 0 andV′ ) 1
agrees qualitatively with the theoretical predictions in most
cases. Again, the main difference between the QM and QCT-
GB simulations is associated with the smallerV′ branching ratio
found in the QCT calculations in comparison with the QM ones.

The QCT-GB simulations of theP(E′t,∆θ) obtained atEc )
3.96 kcal/mol are compared with the experimental distributions
in Figure 13. It must be emphasized that the experimental
P(E′t,∆θ) have been scaled to the theoretical ones using the
same scaling factor obtained atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol as indicated
above. As in the cases of the angular distribution and totalP(E′t),
the agreement at this collision energy is less satisfactory for
the angle-specific translational energy distributions. The shape
of the measured distributions and the partitioning into product
vibrational states are only qualitatively reproduced by the QCT-
GB calculations. There are large discrepancies, especially at the

Figure 9. Comparison between experimental and theoretical total and vibrational state-resolved product translational energy distributions for the
S(1D) + H2 reaction atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol. Left panel: experiment vs QM. Right panel: experiment vs QCT-GB. Thick solid curve: experimental
results from ref 14. Thin solid line: QM or QCT-GB calculations. Dashed line: SH(V′ ) 0). Dotted line: SH(V′ ) 1).

Figure 10. Same as Figure 9 but for the S(1D) + H2 reaction atEc )
3.96 kcal/mol. In this case, no QM calculations are available.
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forward- and backward-scattering angles, where the QCT-GB
underestimates the experimental distributions over allE′t values
and at sideways-scattering angles where the QCT-GB distribu-
tions overestimate the experimental one atE′t > 4-6 kcal/mol.

Figure 14 depicts the experimental and theoretical scattering
angle-specific vibrational branching ratios. The vibrational
branching ratios have been calculated by dividing the areas under
the V′ ) 1 curves in Figures 11-13 by those under theV′ ) 0
curves at each scattering angle interval. The indirectly deduced
experimental vibrational branching ratios show maxima at
sideways-scattering angles, the maximum being very much
pronounced atEc ) 3.96 kcal/mol. At this last collision energy,
there is also a large peak at the 150-165° interval, which seems
to be somewhat anomalous. These experimental maxima in the
vibrational branching ratios would indicate that there is more
vibrational excitation in sideways-scattered products than in
those scattered in forward and backward. However, both QM
and QCT-GB results atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol and the QCT-GB
ones atEc ) 3.96 kcal/mol show the opposite behavior; i.e.,
there is somewhat more vibrational excitation in forward and
backward than in sideways, and at the higher collision energy,
the branching ratio is nearly independent of the scattering angle.
The total vibrational branching ratios experimentally deduced
are 0.089 and 0.194 atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol andEc ) 3.96 kcal/
mol, respectively. In contrast, the theoretical values are always
larger; atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol, the QM value is 0.15 and the
QCT-GB value is 0.12, and atEc ) 3.96 kcal/mol, the QCT-

GB value is 0.23. This indicates that the analysis employed in
ref 14 to infer the relative contributions ofV′ ) 0 andV′ ) 1 to
the P(E′t,∆θ) is not exempt of some ambiguity and, thus, the
conclusion obtained in the experimental work that the sideways
scattering is characterized by a higher vibrational excitation in
comparison with forward and backward must be taken with
caution.

The worse agreement found between theory and experiment
at the higher collision energyEc ) 3.96 kcal/mol is somewhat
surprising, given the excellent agreement showed at the lower
collision energyEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol. The larger polarization
observed experimentally in the angular distribution as collision
energy increases is clearly at variance with the present QCT-
GB calculations. In addition, in the experiments carried out for
other isotopic variants of the title reaction, such as S(1D) + D2

and S(1D) + HD, this effect is milder or just the opposite.17

Moreover, for the O(1D) + H2 reaction, the QM total DCS does
not show more polarization as the collision energy increases
from 1.29 kcal/mol to 2.31 kcal/mol.24 From the comparisons
between theory and experiment shown in Figures 11-13, it is
evident that the theoretical calculations predict a higher product
yield atE′t > 4-5 kcal/mol at sideways scattering angles. This
effect, which is more pronounced and extends to more scattering
angle intervals atEc ) 3.96 kcal/mol (see Figure 13), may be
responsible for the larger polarization in the angular distribution
experimentally deduced and might be caused by a fly out of

Figure 11. Scattering angle-selected total and vibrational state-resolved product translational energy distributions,P(E′t,∆θ), for the S(1D) + H2

reaction atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol. Thick curves: experimental results from ref 14. Thin curves: QM simulations. The scaling between QM and
experiment has been performed as indicated in the text for the data corresponding to∆θ ) 45-60°.
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fast H atoms from the detection region in the crossed-beam
experiments.

Lee and Liu also presented in his work14 three-dimensional
(3D) representations of the gross features of the fullyV′, j′ state-
resolved DCSs deduced from theP(E′t,∆θ) at both collision
energies. Given the sinθ term included in the representations,
an isotropic distribution would appear as sideways peaking,
whereas a flat-top representation would correspond to forward-
backward peaking distributions in the conventional representa-
tion for angular distributions. Lee and Liu found that, forV′ )
0, the 3D representation was characteristic of a backward-
forward peaking distribution. However, forV′ ) 1 the results
indicated a much less polarized angular distribution, with a
tendency to an isotropic distribution. The corresponding theo-
retical results obtained in the present work atEc ) 2.24 kcal/
mol are depicted in Figure 15. As can be seen, the QM and
QCT-GB results are in a rather good agreement, showing in all
cases flat-top representations for both product vibrational states.
As discussed in ref 14, a flat-top representation, i.e., a forward-
backward peaking angular distribution, would correspond to the
case whereL ≈ L′ for a reaction characterized by the formation
of an intermediate complex. From the theoretical results
presented here, this propensity holds for both theV′ ) 0 andV′
) 1 states, at variance with the conclusions of Lee and Liu,
who attributed aL ≈ j′ propensity for the products inV′ ) 1,
based on the deduced sideways-peaking distribution.

D. Opacity Functions and Collision Times.An important
piece of information in the comparison between the QM and

QCT-GB calculations is the dependence of the reaction prob-
ability with the impact parameter, i.e., the opacity function.
Figure 16 shows the total and vibrational state-resolved QM
and QCT-GB degeneracy-weighted reaction probabilities as a
function of the orbital angular momentumL, (2L + 1)P(L) (at
j ) 0, also total angular momentumJ), for the reactions with
H2 in j ) 0 and j ) 1. A good general agreement is found
between both theoretical methods. In particular, the falloff of
the opacity function at the largestL values observed in the QM
case is well reproduced by the QCT-GB calculations. However,
the classical reaction probabilities in the range 20e L e 28
for bothj ) 0 andj ) 1 are smaller than the QM ones, especially
for j ) 0. This lack of reactivity in the QCT-GB case is related
with the SH(V′ ) 0) products.

Figure 17 shows the comparison between the QM and QCT-
GB DCSs for the reactions with H2 in j ) 0 and j ) 1 as a
function of theLmax value retained in the partial wave sum.
Similar to the N(2D) + H2 reaction,10 all L values contribute to
generate scattering in the whole angular range. The QCT-GB
calculations reproduce the QM results quite well, with the
exception of the extreme backward and forward regions, where
the QM results show sharper peaks than the QCT-GB ones for
all values ofLmax, especially for the backward in thej ) 0
reaction. Moreover, the narrow backward peak observed in the
QM DCS for the reaction withj ) 0 is clearly enhanced forL
g 20. Therefore, a correlation is found between the lack of
classical reactivity in the 20e L e 28 range of the opacity
function and the appearance of the strong backward peak in

Figure 12. Same as Figure 11, but the theoretical simulations are now based on the QCT-GB calculations. The scaling between QCT-GB and
experiment has been performed using the same scaling factor as in Figure 11.
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the QM DCS, suggesting that this is a genuine QM effect.
Interestingly, the peak only appears in backward scattering,
being much smaller in the forward region. Notice that for this
reaction the largestL values for which there is reaction in the
QM case are also reached in the QCT-GB calculations. Thus,
it is not clear that this QM effect can be related with the
existence of tunneling through the reactant and product cen-

trifugal barriers at the very highest values of the angular
momenta contributing to reaction.

All the attributes presented in this work for the title reaction
are typical of an insertion mechanism. One way to analyze the
degree of correlation between the insertion mechanism and the
formation of a long-lived intermediate complex is by calculating
the collision times of the trajectories, in other words, the time

Figure 13. Same as Figure 11, but atEc ) 3.96 kcal/mol. The theoretical simulations are based on the QCT-GB calculations. No QM calculations
are available at this collision energy. The scaling between QCT-GB and experiment has been performed using the same scaling factor as in Figure
11.

Figure 14. Comparison between experimental and theoretical (QM and QCT-GB) scattering angle-selected vibrational branching ratios, for the
title reaction atEc ) 2.24 (left panel) and 3.96 kcal/mol (right panel). The vibrational branching rations have been calculated by dividing the areas
under theV′ ) 1 curves by those under theV′ ) 0 curves at each scattering angle interval.
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elapsed between the strong interaction in the entrance and exit
channels of the reaction. The analysis of the collision times
allows us to get more insight into the detailed mechanism of

the reaction, since the collision time can be taken as a
measurement of the classical lifetime of the collision complex.
In this work, we have calculated the collision time,τc, asτc )

Figure 15. 3D plots of the rotationally state-resolved differential cross sections for the S(1D) + H2 reaction atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol. Top:V′ ) 0.
Bottom: V′ ) 1. Left: QM. Right: QCT-GB.

Figure 16. QM and QCT-GB total and vibrational state-resolved degeneracy-weighted opacity functions for the reactions of S(1D) and H2 molecules
in j ) 0 (left panels) andj ) 1 (right panels) atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol.
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τt - τi - τf, whereτt is the total time of the trajectory andτi

and τf are the initial and final times, respectively, where the
strong interaction starts in the reagents and ends in the products.
The values ofτi andτf are determined by defining previously

a distance parameter for reagents and products,Fr and Fp,
respectively, by plotting a significant number of trajectories to
determine the point where the strong interaction starts and ends.
In the present case, values ofFr ) Fp ) 2.5Å have been
employed.

Figure 18 shows the distribution of collision times for the
S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0) reaction calculated at the collision
energy of 2.24 kcal/mol. As can be seen, the distribution, which
is quite smooth, peaks at collision times of∼300 fs and extends
to collision times as long as 5 ps. It is worth noticing that the
collision times obtained for the related O(1D) + H2 reaction at
a similar collision energy32 are significantly shorter that those
obtained for the title reaction. Given the smaller depth of the
H2S well in comparison with that of H2O, the longer lifetime
of the H2S collision complex has to be associated with the
smaller exoergicity of the S(1D) + H2 reaction in comparison
with O(1D) + H2. Thus, we can conclude that the S(1D) + H2

reaction is more statistical than the O(1D) + H2 system.
The present analysis shows no evidence of direct abstraction

trajectories. All trajectories, even those with collision times
smaller than 300 fs, go through an insertion mechanism. Figure
19 depicts a 3D representation of the combined distribution of
collision times and scattering angles for the S(1D) + H2 (V )
0, j ) 0) at 2.24 kcal/mol collision energy. The top panel
corresponds to collision times smaller than 300 fs. As can be
seen, the distribution at the shortest collision times is not
isotropic, showing narrow peaks first forward (τc ≈ 50 fs) and
later backward (τc ≈ 150 fs). Fromτc >200 fs up to the largest
collision times (see bottom panel of Figure 19), the distribution
becomes isotropic. An animated angle-distance 3D plot as a
function of the collision time would show how the scattering
appears first in forward, moving rapidly to backward and finally,
for times longer than 200 fs, becoming isotropic. Thus, even
for a prototypical statistical reaction characterized by a sym-
metric backward-forward DCS as the present one, the short-
time dynamics involves a series of rich features as those shown
in Figure 19.

IV. Conclusions

A detailed QM and QCT study of the S(1D) + H2 reaction
has been presented. The theoretical results include reaction
probabilities as a function of collision energy and integral and
differential cross sections at two collision energies. In the QCT
calculations, a GB procedure has been implemented for the
assignment of product quantum states. A very good agreement

Figure 17. QM and QCT-GB differential cross sections as a function of the maximum orbital angular momentumLmax retained in the partial wave
sum for the S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0, 1) reactions atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol. Left panel:j ) 0. Right panel: j ) 1.

Figure 18. Distribution of classical collision times calculated for the
S(1D) + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0) reaction atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol.

Figure 19. Three-dimensional plot of the combined distribution of
classical collision times and scattering angles for the S(1D) + H2 (V )
0, j ) 0) reaction atEc ) 2.24 kcal/mol. Top: collision times in the
range 0e τc e 300 fs. Bottom: collision times in the range 0e τc e
2000 fs.
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between both QM and QCT-GB theoretical methods has been
found for state-to-state integral and differential cross sections.
In particular, it is demonstrated in this work that, in order to
get reliable QCT results when compared with the QM ones,
the GB procedure must be followed for the assignment of
product quantum states. The theoretical results have been
employed to simulate the available experimental data in the form
of angular distributions and product translational energy dis-
tributions. A general good agreement has been found between
experiment and theory at 2.24 kcal/mol collision energy, whereas
the agreement gets worse at the higher 3.96 kcal/mol collision
energy. An analysis in terms of the classical collision times
shows that the title reaction is more statistical than the O(1D)
+ H2 despite having a smaller depth of the well in the potential
energy surface.
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